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 In the world of seamless communications and new paradigms, things come and go swiftly. Only the fit and adaptive 
are inclined to last long. Over the years, businesses have undergone growth and slump, not only because of their poor 
performances but of the environment facing them. Dotcom business is not a novel idea as it has been acquainted by 
global digitization for quite a while. People were stunned for the first time they got exposed to e-commerce, in which they 
could experience death of distance, death of time, new marketing channel, and cost saving. Several online businesses, 
however, failed at the infancy stage because they just envisaged the benefits but overlooked the constraints of e-commerce. 
In Thailand, many brick-and-mortar firms are becoming brick-and-click in order to stay more competitive and the Thais 
have become more optimistic towards online businesses. 
 There are some factors stimulating growth of e-commerce in Thailand such as the needs for low-priced and large 
selection of products or services, increasing costs of transportation, desire for convenience, diminishing prices of technological 
products and improved internet infrastructure. Some discrepancies between Thailand and other countries where online 
business is successful include that Thai people still prefer shopping and meeting with friends and families in air-conditioned 
stores as a social rendezvous, while people in America or in Europe, for instance, are more individualistic and are time-
sensitive. Moreover, some unscrupulous online merchants in Thailand once repulsed and scared internet shoppers by their 
frauds. But confidence has been boosted when security is guaranteed and the power of positive word of mouth does work. 
 Online business does not merely deal with selling tangible products but it includes the services and content sponsorship 
model. Every business shares the common goal, traffic building; attracting more visitors or subscribers and eventually buyers. 
Online business, in addition, is not just using the Internet as a distribution channel but as a communications channel also. 
Successful web sites are those that can maintain existing members who visit every time they are online as an important 
part of their lives as well as persuade new users. Moribund web sites are those that never try to put something new that 
show their development. Customers or users are full of choices on cyberspace and online business is inundated with rivalry. 
When in an online business, it is an old myth thinking that a web site can effortlessly draw viewers from all over the world 
without continuously updating new contents or products. If an online business wants to stay out of the verge of extinction, 
it must be adaptive to the environment by observing trends, strengthening core competency, promptly reacting to customers’ 
needs, and never stopping development. 
 First key to success of online business is to observe trends because it is quite important to know what is going on in 
the business realm. In Thailand, the number of internet users is rising each year, according to exhibit 1, indicating an 
opportunity for Thailand’s online business growth. According to www.truehits.net, popular keywords people use to search 
include game, songs, horoscope, and online TV. It partly indicates that people favor to use the Internet for entertainment 
and recreation. Also, exhibit 2 illustrates top 10 web sites in Thailand ranked by www.truehits.net, one of Thailand’s most 
popular and referred statistics web sites, indicating that the content sponsorship model is popular because it offers free 
contents in return for advertising money. The more the number of visitors or members, the more revenues that come from 
sponsors who want to target their potential customers. What accounts for a web site’s popularity usually includes completeness 
and accuracy of contents, frequent update, ease of use, and quickness to download. Moreover, in Thailand, Window XP 
is the most popular operating system, MSIE 6.X the most popular browser, 1024*768 the most popular screen resolution and 
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www.google.com the most popular search engine. A web site, therefore, should be built to fit the needs and convenience 
of internet users.

Exhibit 1: Internet User and Statistics in Thailand Exhibit 2: Top 10 Web Sites in Thailand
(Source: http://internet.nectec.or.th/webstats/home.iir? (Source: http://truehits.net Date: 16/07/2010)
Sec=home Date: 24/06/2009)

 Social network is an online community or social medium on which internet users spend more time than on e-mail 
because they can socialize with networks of friends and share expressions instantly in their own blogs and in different groups. 
Social networking web sites rule every part of the world (Erick, 2009) such as V Kontakte rules Russia, QQ rules China, Orkut 
rules Brazil and India, Hi5 rules Central America, Peru, Mongolia, and Thailand, Cyworld rules South Korea, Mixi rules Japan, 
Maktoob rules the Middle East, and Friendster rules the Philippines. However, more cyber people have turned to use 
Facebook, Twitter and Youtube to share their expressions, favorite links, audio and video media with other peers. Many 
world-class companies have found attractiveness of social media and made the best out of them. According to 
ENGAGEMENTdb.com (2010), Starbucks Coffee Company is in the highest rank among those organizations that use social 
media or online communities for creating engagement with customers all over the world. Starbucks has been using Facebook, 
Twitter, Flickr, and Youtube Channel to engage itself with fans by releasing news about promotional campaigns or events 
and answering fans’ comments. In this case, there are lots of online advocates of Starbucks who recommend new people 
to participate in membership of their social blog. Amazon.com has many Twitter accounts such as Amazondeals and 
AmazonFresh to deliver messages of daily promotions to Amazon followers. Even politicians all over the world have now 
registered with social media to tighten relationships with their advocates and prospective voters. Social media are, without 
doubts, indispensable for every business entity. 
 According to an article in www.emarketer.com, The Future of Online Retail Doesn’t Look…Too Bad (http://www.
emarketer.com/Article.aspx?R=1007142, Date: 24/06/2009), the majority of respondents strongly agreed that researching 
products online makes them feel more confident about their purchase, comparing prices online reassures them that they 
are getting the best deal, they want to purchase from merchants that have no sales tax and offer free shipping, they want 
coupons and discounts online and they use the internet to purchase products because it helps them avoid impulse purchases.  
Online businesspeople may use various pieces of information to adapt with their businesses.
 For the next survival factor, it is recommended that an online business strengthens its core competency. Core 
competency refers to the key business factor that provides customers benefits, prevents competitors from imitating and 
supplements all products and services. A business may have a competitive advantage over its competitors when it specializes 
in producing a specific line of products, owns factors of production, or has low ordering costs when it orders in large 
amounts or routinely. It, therefore, can sell at low prices that attract customers. However, a business’s products may not 
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much differ from those of competitors but services and policies that facilitate and delight customers really matter. If it can 
win over the customers’ hearts, it tends to last long. Table 1 shows tools of various sites that facilitate customers, and urge 
them to order products and visit the web site frequently. Express Customer Service feature from Amazon.com helps customers 
to contact the store conveniently when customers have problems with a specific item they ordered. After submitting the 
message, a sales staff will reply as soon as possible. Amazon’s Gold Box and Lightning Deals can draw customers’ close 
attention to the web site to see new deals of incredibly low prices for a limited time. Moreover, Amazon.com has used 
high technology on the web site that records customer behavior and reacts to customers’ needs such as related products 
suggestion. Buyers also can sell products they do not need any more on the Amazon.com web site. Thailand’s number 
one news web site, www.manager.co.th, offers the Favorite Comment Voting feature that allows news readers to vote any 
comments they think are the best and the voted comments will shift to the upper position with yellow background and 
positive (+) sign. Agoda.com is a world’s popular hotel booking web site in many languages, allowing travelers to book 
hotels worldwide from surprisingly low to high costs. Search results include rating, prices, map, room amenities and facilities, 
pictures and customer comments useful for customer decision making. In a nutshell, a good web site should be able to 
provide a feeling of human touch that shows caring for customers and must be able to create curiosity and expectation 
for customers’ next visits.     

Table 1: Useful Web Site Tools
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 For the third success factors, an online business must promptly react to customers’ needs. ‘Contact us’ and ‘web 
board’ sections are mandatory for all web sites because these are communication channels for customers or visitors. Urgent 
questions must be quickly answered either by email, web board or telephone despite FAQs section being established. 
Many web sites that fail usually act like an impassive machine showing no perceived emotion or empathy for their customers. 
Common problems customers want to convey via web sites are often associated with delayed shipment, damaged or 
defective items, and returns or refunds. Auto-reply messages may work in some ways, but human touch is sometimes 
indispensable. Moreover, products should be in stock ready for shipment or require minimum lead time if possible. Point-
of-sale system that records customer buying behavior in terms of frequently bought or best selling items aids in inventory 
management and eliminates the out-of-stock problem, in turn, causing loss of customers. Personalization is also required 
to record customer data such as address, payment method, and order history. Exhibit 3 illustrates customer contact points 
from different web sites that facilitate communications. On Mediadis.com, customers can send emails from the web site’s 
email form to sales staff and await their replies in a short time. On Yesasia.com, the business provides information of different 
contact methods and customers can reach either way. However, Amazon’s contact form in Table 1 is much more 
technologically advanced as customers can choose a specific order with problem. 

Exhibit 3: Contact Section on Web Site

 For the last survival factor, an online business must never stop development. A good online business must be efficient 
in both front end and back end operations. Front end includes the web page directly connected with viewers and back 
end includes web site management, traffic building as well as e-logistics and supply chain management. A standard web 
site has menu buttons including Home, About Us, Contact Us, Help, Product, Forum, Log In and Shopping Cart. About Us 
states business background, mission, vision and other details a business wants its customers to know; Contact Us contains 
address, phone number, map and other communication methods that customers can reach the business and makes them 
more confident of making orders; Help includes how to order, return and refund policies, payment methods, FAQ and 
anything that customers want to know before and after they order; Product displays categories of items customers are 
interested in; Forum is for customers to discuss with one another or the company’s staff; Log In is for existing customers and 
Register for new customers; Shopping Cart or Basket is for viewing selected items and calculated product price. Customers 
can see price changes in Amazon’s shopping cart every day, as shown in exhibit 4, and may decide to immediately order 
the unbelievably low-price items before prices are raised in the near future. 
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Exhibit 4: Price Changes in Amazon’s Shopping Cart

Besides the basic menu buttons, a web site should display special offers or a bargain section which can stimulate impulse 
purchases or at least more frequent visits. Opt-in emails, not spam, should additionally be sent to customers who subscribe 
for newsletters. Exhibit 5 illustrates conspicuous bargain sections on web sites of www.tohome.com (Thailand), www.bestbuy.
com (USA.) and www.airasia.com. Special offers are usually changed each week, rendering follow-up by customer 
expectation. Forms of special offers include price off, price bundling (like buy 2, get 1 free), quantity discount (buy more 
save more), seasonal discount, anniversary discount, clearance sales, sweepstakes, premium and more. All offers are usually 
notified via opt-in emails to customers. Anyway, it does not mean the business incurs loss. Instead it is an average cost 
method that presents opportunity for awareness, sales and loyalty to the web site. Without sales promotion, it is quite hard 
to pull customers or new users because many other competitors would take the chance stealing them. Other integrated 
marketing promotion campaigns such as viral marketing, advertising and personal selling also help enhance sales.    

Exhibit 5: Web Sites Showing Noticeable Special Offers on the First Page

For content sponsorship model, more visitors or members mean a source of revenues. Free content web sites therefore may 
add new widgets or gadgets, applications or games, and contents to persuade and fascinate visitors or members. Websites 
like www.dek-d.com, www.exteen.com, www.mthai.com, www.playpark.com, www.siamzone.com, www.sanook.com and 
www.kapook.com, are Thailand’s most popular content sponsorship web sites where teenagers visit. Exhibit 6 shows some 
of content sponsorship web sites previously mentioned. They share common characteristics and personalities such as fun, 
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entertainment, update, refreshment and interactivity which lure their target customers. Web contents and tools like VDO 
clip, photo posting, game, news, online TV and radio, download and more are normally mandatory to retain visitors. Good 
marketing, however, is required to make free content web sites on visitors’ top of mind. In addition, social network web 
sites are competing to delight their members by upgrading membership pages with latest applications, games, and 
interactivity features for better communication among members and to increase new members in order to attract sponsors.      

   

Exhibit 6: Thailand’s Popular Content Sponsorship Websites

As technology never halts, businesses still have to stay dynamic to evade deadlocks. Active consumers often find humdrum 
lifestyle upsetting; they tend to keep searching something new to fulfill their lives.  If consumers are ignored, they still have 
choices. If they are betrayed, they will remember. Online business is still promising. Some people say e-business in Thailand 
is a dead end; others see that it is a long way to go as people are becoming more connected to the cyber world at lower 
costs. Online businesspeople should look into the past to avoid possible mistakes in the future and simultaneously broaden 
perspectives for continuous improvement. All business management skills as well as morality should be combined together 
in order not to become extinct so soon.
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